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The main result of this paper is: 
THEOREM I. Let J be the unique simple group of order 27335’7. J has nine 
conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups: 
(A) Six classes of p-local subgroups: 
(1) H = E\A, , (2) T\G > (3) 4 x 4 7 
(4) &\I’GL,(9), (5) Fs2 x A, t (6) EP\(-& x z;). 
(B) Three classes of normalizers of non-abelian simple groups: 
(7) 4 3 (8) f’GL,(7)> (9) PSUS(3). 
In the above, 4\B denotes an extension of group A by group B (i.e., 
A 4 (A\B) and B g (A\B)/A). E and T are groups of order 25 and 263, 
respectively, and will be described in Section 3. A,, Z;, , 2, , and F,“, 
respectively, denote alternating, symmetric, cyclic, and Frobenius groups of 
degree n, the m in the last case denoting the order of the stabilizer of a point. 
E+ denotes an elementary abelian group of order pk. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
LEMMA 1.1. In any finite simple group G, the collection M(G) of maximal 
subgroups of G is characterized by the following properties: 
(i) Each member of M(G) is th e normalizer in G of a characteristically 
simple subgroup of G. 
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(ii) If K is a characteristically simple subgroup of G, then N,(K) is a 
subgroup of some member of M(G). 
(iii) M(G) is the smallest collection of subgroups of G for which (i) and 
(ii) hold. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that a minimal normal 
subgroup of any group is characteristically simple. 
Thus, to find the maximal subgroups of G one need only list the normalizers 
of all characteristically simple subgroups of G and then delete from the list 
any groups which are properly contained in others. Since characteristically 
simple groups are either elementary abelian or direct products of isomorphic 
non-abelian simple groups, one can separate the problem into a p-local 
analysis for the primes p dividing the order of G and a discussion of the 
normalizers of direct products of isomorphic non-abelian simple groups. 
For the group J much of the p-local analysis has already been done 
by Janko [6]. 
In Section 2 we determine the normalizers of the non-abelian simple 
subgroups of 1 and in Section 3 we examine some p-local subgroups. We 
make free use of the character table of J found in [5], the structure of the 
centralizers of certain elements of J, and the fact that J has a unique permuta- 
tion representation of degree 100 in which the stabilizer of a point is PSUa(3). 
The conjugacy classes of elements of J will be denoted (n,) where LY E (rzi) has 
order n and the subscripts identify distinct classes of elements of order n. 
TABLE I 
Class 
:21 = 4,2) 
(22) 
(41) 
(8,) 
(3,) 
(32) 
(61 = 312,) 
(6, = 3222) 
(12, = 614,) 
(5,) 
(iq = 5x2,) 
(52) 
(To, = 522,) 
(m 
(7,) 
I CJ(‘4l 01 E 6%) C.l(a) 
.____ 
2733521 ’3 . 5 E\A, I 
243 . 5 E,s x A, 
2”3 
23 
23335 .G\P=,(g) 
2232 
233 
223 
223 
2=3. 52 Zs x As 
225 
2 52 Z6 x Fse 
2.5 
3.5 
7 
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We let “(a’p’ = 7) denote the number of distinct ways that y  can be written 
as the product of a conjugate of 01 and a conjugate of p. This integer is the 
coefficient of the class of y  in the product of the class of OS and the class of ,R 
(computed in the class algebra of the group) and so is readily computable from 
the character table [3]. For later reference, we list in Table I the classes of J, 
the order of the centralizer of a representative element from the class, and in 
the cases where it is needed, the structure of the centralizer of that represen- 
tative. 
In the above table, (%J denotes a pair of real classes each class consisting 
of the 7-th powers of elements in the other class, while (ni = 7njgk) means that 
an element of class (ni) is the product of a pair of commuting elements from 
classes (mj) and (qk), respectively. For instance, one may read from this table 
that only those involutions in class (2,) are squares and also that elements 
from class (2,) do not commute with elements from class (3,) for i # j. These 
facts will prove useful later. 
2. NORMALIZERS OF NON-ABELIAN SIMPLE SUBGROUPS OF J 
It is obvious from Table I that a nonsolvable characteristically simple 
subgroup of J is simple. Lindsey [7] h as shown that J has a 6-dimensional 
projective representation. An examination of the classifications of the complex 
finite linear groups of degree at most six [I, 2, 81 shows that a non-abelian 
simple subgroup of J must be isomorphic to one of A,, A, , A, , PSL,(7), 
or PSUa(3). That J has no A, (and thus no A,) subgroups is proved in 2.5 
below. 
First, we discuss a method which is decisive in the study of A, subgroups 
of J and is useful in certain other situations. This method was used implicitly 
by the first author in his determination of the maximal subgroups of the 
McLaughlin group and Conway’s group ‘3 [4]. The present authors expect it 
to be useful in the determination of the maximal subgroups of other sporadic 
simple groups. 
Let G be a finite group and let ui , oj , and ok be (not necessarily distinct) 
elements of G. Let 
A =; A(0,) = {(cd, fq a - ui , p - aj , $I = Uk}, 
Clearly, CG(a,) acts on d by conjugation. 
LEMMA 2.1. If  CG(uk) acts transitively on A, then the set 
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is a conjugacy class of subgroups of G. Also, if H = (01, p) is an element of S 
such that o$ = ak , then C,(H) is the stabilizer of (OL, /3) in the action of CG(uk) 
on A. 
Proof. We show that an arbitrary element HI = (q , PI) of S is conju- 
gate to H. Now CQ& = y1 = akx for some x E G by the definition of S, so if 
y  = x-l then H,Y = (oii’J, &“) is a conjugate of HI with ~r”fii” = yy  7~ 
(ukZ)Y = okI i.e., with (ol,lJ, ,!3r”) E A. By the transitivity of C,(U,) on A, 
H,r is conjugate to H so that HI is conjugate to Has claimed. For the second 
part, p E G stabilizes (01, p) if, and only if, p centralizes both (Y and /3 and thus 
H = (a, /3) as well. 
It is clear that a similar proof yields a stronger version of 2.1: 
LEMMA 2.2. If CG(uk) has m orbits on A; then the set S defined in 2.1 is 
the union of at most m conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. 41~0, if (a, /I) is an 
element of the i-th orbit Ai , then C,((ol, /3)) is the stabilizer of (01, /3) in the 
action of CG(uk) on Ai . 
By Table I, J has A, subgroups. The group A, has presentation (01, p j 01~ = 
p3 = (c&)5 = 1) so we say that an A, subgroup of J has type (2, ,3,- ,5,) if it is 
<a, B I 01 E (2,) B 6 (3,)) 4 E (%)>. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. J has exactly three conjugacy classes of A, subgroups. 
If  R, S, and T are representatives of these classes, then: 
(i) R has type (2, , 3,) 5,) and N(R) E Aj x A,, 
(ii) S has type (2, , 3, , 3,) and N(S) E A, x Fsz, 
(iii) T has type (2, , 3, , 5,) and N(T) z A, . 
Proof. Let A = {(ol, /3)1 c1 E (2,), /3 E (3a), $l = y,, E (5,)). Then 1 A 1 = 
#(21’32’ = y,,) = 25. (ys) has five orbits of order five on A and the A, 
subgroup of C,(y,,) acts in the natural way on these orbits. In particular, 
C&J is transitive on A so J has only one class of A, subgroups of type 
(2, , 3, , 5,). Again using 2.1 we see that the stabilizer of a point in the action 
of C&J on A is isomorphic to A,, so C,(R) z A, . N,(R)/C,(R) is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of aut(R) g C5 . However, J has no ZS subgroups 
because elements of order five are conjugate to their squares in Z; but not 
in J, so N,(R)/C,(R) g R and N,(R) g A, x A,. The conjugacy classes 
and normalizers of A, subgroups of types (2, , 3, , 5,) and (2, , 3, , 5,) are 
computed in much the same way, the relevant numbers being 
*i(2, , 3, ) 5,) = 5 and q2, ) 32 , 5,) = 50. 
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In both cases it follows from Table I and the known structure of the cen- 
tralizers of elements of J that C,(y)(y E (5,)) is transitive on d(y). Finally, 
“(2, , 3, , 5,) = 0 for i, j, K not as in the statement of 2.3. 
Remark. It is easy to see, using Table I, that the A,‘s in CJ(cr), 01 E (2,) or 
(5,) are of type (2, , 3, , 5,) while the A,‘s in C,(p), ,i3 E (2a) or (3,) are of 
type (2, , 3, , 5,). 
That J has only one conjugacy class 52 of subgroups isomorphic to PSUa(3) 
and that these subgroups are self-normalizing in J follows from [5]. In the 
permutation representation of J on Q there is a two-element subset of 52 
with point-wise stabilizer isomorphic to PSLa(7) and set-wise stabilizer 
PGL,(7) (i.e., there are two PSUs(3) subgroups of J which intersect in 
a PSLa(7) as well as an inner automorphism of J which interchanges them and 
normalizes this intersection). Thus, we need only show that there is at most 
one class of PSLa(7) subgroups of J to prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. J has only one conjugacy class of PSL,(7) subgroups. 
Each such subgroup has normalizer isomorphic to PGL,(7). 
Proof. PSL,(7) has presentation (01, /3 / 01~ = /3” = (a/I)’ = [a, /3]” = 1) 
and thus is generated by elements of order 2 and 3 whose product has order 7. 
Since the involutions in PSL,(7) are squares they must lie in the class (2,) of J. 
The number #(2,‘3,’ = y E (7,)) is 0 for j = 1 and is 7 for j = 2. Thus, 
CJ(r) = (y) acts transitively on d(r) = {(a, /3)/ (Y E (2,), p E (32), $3 = r} 
and so by 2.1 there is only one conjugacy class of PSL,(7) subgroups. Further- 
more, if L is one of them, then C,(L) = 1. Now N,(L) = N,(L)/C,(L) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(L) = PGL,(7) so that N,(L) g PGL,(7) by 
the above. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. J has no subgroups isomorphic to A, . 
Proof. A, is generated by two of its elements of order 2 and 4 whose 
product has order 5. Since the involutions in A, are squares they must be in 
the class (2,) of J. However, #(2, ,4r , 5,) = 0 for k = 1 and 2 so J has no A, 
subgroups. 
This completes the determination of the normalizers of the simple sub- 
groups of J. 
3. SOME ~-LOCAL SUBGROUPS 
Since “(2r.2,’ = 22) = 0 in J, the product of two distinct commuting 
elements of (2,) is again in (2,). Consequently, if A is an elementary abelian 
2-subgroup of J, then the identity together with the elements of A which 
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are in (2,) forms a subgroup 2 of A, and this subgroup is clearly normal in 
N,(A) so that N,(A) C N,(A). Th us, we need only consider the normalizers 
of those elementary abelian 2-subgroups of J whose involutions are all in 
(2,) or all in (2a). W e refer to such subgroups as 2,-pure or 22-pure, 
respectively. 
Janko [6] has shown that if 01 E (2,), then CJ(~) = H has Fitting subgroup E 
of order 25 and that H/E g A, . E is an extraspecial group which is a central 
product of a quaternion group and a dihedral group of order 8. Thus, E 
has exactly 10 noncentral involutions and Janko shows that they are all 
conjugate in Hand that H n (2,) C E. 
LEMMA 3.1. All 2,-pure subgroups of order 22 are conjugate in J and ;f A 
is one of them, then / C,(a)1 = 2’j3 and N,(A)/C,(A) s Z; . 
Proof. If d = d(y) = {(or, ,4)I 01, /3, c@ = y are all in (2,)}, then 1 d 1 = 
#(2,‘2,’ = 2,) = 10 and C&) is transitive on d because the 10 noncentral 
involutions in the Fitting subgroup of CJ(y) are all conjugate in C,(y). That 
C.@ = (a, 8)) h as order 263 now follows from 2.1. In fact, C,(A) is the 
centralizer of /3 in C&). That N,(A)/C,(A) s Za follows from the fact (Y 
and /3 are conjugate in C&) and that p and y = c+ are conjugate in C,(a). 
LEMMA 3.2. J has no 2,-pure subgroups of order 23. 
Proof. Let p E H n (2,) with /3 # 01. Then C,(p) = (p) x Q, where Q 
is a quaternion group of order 8. Since C,(p) contains only the three involu- 
tions /3, LY and a/3, Cel,(A = (01, p)) = (a, /3, $3) which shows that J has 
2,-pure subgroups of order at most 22. 
Janko [6] has shown that if (T E (22), then CJ(o) g E2s x A, . By 2.3, the 
only A, subgroups of J which are centralized by an E22 are ones of type 
(2, , 3, , 5,). Again by 2.3, the centralizer of such an A, is an A, and since all 
involutions in A, are conjugate, it is clear that the Fitting subgroup F(o) of 
C,(u) is a 2,-pure subgroup of order 22. 
LEMMA 3.3. J has exactly two conjugacy classes of 2,-pure subg7oups of 
order 22. One class is {F(a)1 u 6 (22)} and if R is a member of this class, then 
N,(R) g A, x A, . I f  S is a member of the other class, then N,(S) C N,(A), 
where A is the 2,-pure subgroup of order 22 in C,(S). 
Proof. If A = ((0, p)I (J, p, ap = 6 E (22)}, then 1 A 1 = 32 and C,(S) 
has exactly four orbits on A, two of order 1, namely, {(a, p)} and {(p, u)>, 
where {a, p} = F(S) - (S), and two of order 15, namely, 
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Now <a, p> =z cup, m> and also ( ~a, ~a: = JXX, 001‘ for each 01 E C,(6) n (2,), 
so that /has at most two conjugacy classes of 2,-pure subgroups of order 2”. 
That (a, p:: = R and 1001, PCV:. -: S are not conjugate in J follows from 2.2 
which shows that C,(R) = C,(6) while C;(S) has index 15 in C,(S) and thus 
is S x ‘4, where A is a subgroup of index 15 in L3, and so is the unique 2,- 
pure subgroup of order 22 in CJ(S). N ow n;,(S) normalizes C,,(S) and thus .4 
as well, so ,VJ,S) C N,(A) as claimed. That NJ(R) is not larger than 4, Y -ds 
follows from the fact that cr and p are not conjugate in C‘J(S). 
LEMMA 3.4. J has no 22-puye subgroups of order 2”. 
Proof. Any subgroup of J of order 23 has nontrivial intersection with a 
conjugate of E, which contains no elements of (2a). 
A Sylow 3-subgroup Q of J is extraspecial of order 33 and exponent 3. 
The two elements of order 3 in Z(Q) are in (3,) while the elements in Q - Z(Q) 
are in (3a). I f  /\ E (3,) then C,(h) is an extension ofL = (hj by A, s PSL,(9). 
By 2.5 this extension does not split, so C,(A) is isomorphic to the threefold 
proper covering of A,. Since h and X-l are conjugate in /, [NJ(L): C,(L)] = 2. 
If  N,(L)/L were isomorphic to 2, x A,, then J would have a subgroup 
isomorphic to L’a x A, contradicting 2.3, therefore it must be isomorphic to 
a subgroup of index two of aut(A,). However, PGL,(9) is the only subgroup of 
index two in aut(A,) in which elements of order 5 are not conjugate to their 
squares, so N,(L)/L g PGL,(9). Next, if p E (3a), then C’&) z (,‘p) x A, 
because this is a subgroup of A, x A, with the same order as C&L). Since p 
and p-l are conjugate in J and since this conjugation can already be performed 
ink!, X A,,NJ((~L))~13 X &CA, X A,. Finally, an elementary abelian 
subgroup D of order 32 contains the center of any Sylow 3-subgroup Q of / 
containing it, so that N,(D) C N,(Z(Q)). 
I f  y  E (T,), then C&) z <r i x A, and since elements of order 5 are 
conjugate to their inverses but not to their squares or cubes, 
[N&‘y)) : C,((yl)] = 2 
so that N,((y)) s Fs2 x A,. If  8 E (5,) then C,(6) z <S) x Fs2 so that 
N,((@) g Fs2 x Fs2 C Fs2 x A, . Next, we consider a Sylow S-subgroup 
P of J. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let P be a Sylow 5-subgroup of J. Then N,(P)/P = Z, x ,Yts . 
Proof. Hall and Wales [5] have shown that J has 2016 = 25327 Sylow 
5-subgroups so [N,(P) : P] = 223. If  6 E P n (T,), then 
N,(P) 1 N#S)) z F’s2 x Fs2 
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which contains involutions from both (2,) and (2J. Consequently, N,(P)/P 
cannot be A, as all involutions are conjugate in A, and it cannot be 
Z, x Z, x Z, for then an element of order 3 would commute with elements 
of both (2,) and (24 contradicting Table I. The only remaining possibility 
is that N,(P)/P = Z, x & as claimed. 
If  q E (74, then CJ(~) = (7) by Table I. Since all elements of order 7 in J 
are conjugate in /, NJ((y)) = F,6. However, the same is true in PGL,(7), so 
N,((q)) is conjugate to a subgroup of a PGL,(7) in J. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Theorem I is now a straightforward application of 1.1 since all relevant 
inclusions have been pointed out in Sections 2 and 3. 
In conclusion we make the following observation : 
COROLLARY 4.1. J is a homomorphic image of the infinite group with 
presentation (LX, p / cd2 = /3” = (c+)’ = 1). 
Proof. “(22, 3a, 7,) = 70 > 0, so let 01 E (2s), /3 F (34 be such that 
c#3 E (7,). Let K = (01, /3). K equals its commutator subgroup because this is 
true for any group generated by two elements such that they and their product 
have pairwise relatively prime orders. The only proper subgroups of J which 
have elements of order 7 and are equal to their commutator subgroups are 
P%,(7) and PSU,(3). However, in both of these groups all involutions are 
squares and thus belong to the class (2,) of J. Since cy E (24 we see that 
K = (a, /3) = /as claimed. 
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